Oh, the Places
You’ll Go!

For more and more Cornellians,
travel abroad is an essential
college experience
BY A L E X A N D RA BO N D ’ 1 2
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n New Zealand, at the boundary between two of Earth’s great
much speculation as to why, Markot says, with one theory being
tectonic plates, an engineering student explored the effects of
that male students prefer to travel on their own.) “I was looking
earthquakes on the surrounding area. Just months before the
for adventure, and I definitely found it,” says Joanna Barrett ’16,
British elections, a government major watched Prime Minister
who spent the summer before junior year volunteering with a nonDavid Cameron field questions from Parliament—and insult the
profit in Kenya. “There were so many situations where I had no
opposition—during a rowdy convention in
clue what I was doing and just had to figure it
Oxford. A communication major spent the
out—and I’m so glad I had to. I’m so much
summer in Tanzania, volunteering at a health
more confident and poised than when I came
‘THERE ARE NOW PROGRAMS
clinic and developing recommendations for
to Cornell, and I credit my time abroad for a
AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
policies to reduce teen pregnancy rates.
lot of that.”
Ever since the University’s founding,
For all the University’s abroad programs,
PRETTY MUCH ANY MAJOR TO
Cornellians have been venturing far from the
Markot says, safety is paramount. Standard
DO SOMETHING ABROAD.’
Hill to study—and these days, that business
practice includes keeping abreast of State
is booming. More students, from a widDepartment recommendations and contracter array of majors, are going abroad than in
ing with a private firm for security briefings
past years, and they’re having a kaleidoscopic variety of experiencand emergency medical care. In addition to offering pre-trip guides. “There are now programs and opportunities for pretty much
ance, from tips on safe drinking water to information about the
any major to do something abroad,” says Cornell Abroad director
political climate, the Abroad office keeps track of every Cornellian
Marina Markot, who notes that more academic departments—such
studying internationally. When crises occur—be they an earthas engineering disciplines—have become receptive to the idea that
quake in Nepal or a terrorist bombing in Paris—staffers can
exposure to another culture adds value to their students’ education.
quickly make contact and, if necessary, arrange for the students’
The number of countries where Cornellians study has increased
return, as was the case during the 2011 Arab Spring uprising in
dramatically, Abroad officials say, from roughly twenty in the midEgypt. Markot points out that such situations are rare, howevEighties to about ninety now. A significant portion of the Class of
er, and students almost always opt to stay if the situation allows.
2014—38 percent—had international experiences by the time they
(After the Nepal earthquake, she notes ruefully, students wantgraduated, and the University is aiming to increase that: two years
ed to stay longer and offer assistance, “but we had to tell them
ago, a task force within the Global Cornell initiative set a goal of 50
that relief efforts were going on, and untrained individuals are not
percent. “A growing trend is toward more programs with practical,
necessarily helpful.”)
hands-on experience,” Markot says, “like fieldwork, experiential
The ideal abroad experience, Markot says, combines robust acalearning, service, or internships—not just classroom learning.”
demics with opportunities for personal growth—giving students
Decades ago, when travel was more logistically difficult, stuthe chance to get into their new community and out of their comdents often stayed away for an entire academic year. Now, most
fort zones. “I cannot overstate how well my time and efforts were
choose semester-long programs, and even shorter stints over sumrewarded,” says Hanna Reichel ’17, whose aims for her semester
mer or winter breaks are gaining popularity. Gender demographics
in India included improving her research practices and experienchave also shifted: while males were once more likely to study
ing new cuisine. “Is it too trite to say it was everything I hoped and
abroad, now about 70 percent of those who go are women. (There’s
dreamed for—and more?”
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JACLYN BELL ’16
Hometown: Chicago, Illinois
Major: Industrial and labor relations
Studied history, language, and
international economics.
Enduring lesson: “Words are just
layers over ideas. I love describing
some things in Spanish and some in
English. Certain words just fit better. I
want to understand as many layers as I
can, so I look forward to studying more
languages.”
Biggest surprise: “Seeing the Moorish
influence in the architecture, traditions,
food, and language.”

SE VI LL E, SP AI N
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Favorite food: “Pan tostado con aceite y
tomate [toast with olive oil and tomato],
and everything my host mom cooked.”

GALÁPAGOS
ISLANDS
AMIRI BANKS ’17
Hometown: Atlanta, Georgia
Major: Biology
Studied evolutionary biology, and some
history and writing.
Goal for trip: “I hoped to get knowledge.
I got this, but also perspective, realism,
and a cinematic experience.”
Scariest experience: “Our boat got
caught in a tempest. Nothing serious, but
we had to circumvent the storm and alert
family back home.”
Funniest experience: “Is throwing up
funny? Especially after you’ve assured
everyone that you have a ‘stomach of
steel’ and won’t get seasick?”
Treasured memento: “My comprehensive
journal/sketchbook.”
Biggest surprise: “How quickly my
memories seemed to fade, almost like
a dream.”

HANNA REICHEL ’17
Hometown:
Brattleboro, Vermont
Major:
Urban and regional studies
Did coursework on the region’s
ecology, communities, and
contemporary dynamics, and
field research on dietary diversity
among indigenous communities.
Enduring lesson: “I learned
to learn again. I came to see
learning as my daily aspiration:
observation for breakfast, critical
inquiry for lunch, lively reflection
for dinner.”
Brought back: “An
Indian pantry. There’s
a box beneath my
dresser full of the
goods harvested from
the lands around the
villages in which
I worked: millet,
cinnamon bark,
peppercorns, honey,
nutmeg, tree tomato
marmalade . . .”
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NEPAL
GRACE ROBBINS ’16
Hometown: Cleveland, Ohio
Major: Feminist, gender, and
sexuality studies
Studied language; researched
women’s experiences with
menstruation and its associated cultural taboos.
Goal for trip: “Because I aspire to do health and education work in developing
countries, I hoped my time abroad would demonstrate whether I was ready
to throw myself wholeheartedly into such an unfamiliar environment—and it
did just that. Although there were frustrating moments of adjustment, the
overwhelming growth and joy that came from forming meaningful friendships
and living in new places far outweighed any fleeting discomfort.”
Enduring lesson: “A renewed sense of mindfulness. I hadn’t realized how
much my American culture had shaped me until I lived in a very different one.”

HANNAH CASHEN ’16

CAMBODIA

Hometown: Claverack, New York

Major: Industrial and labor relations
Took a course, “Chinese Empire and the Cambodian Experience.”
Enduring lesson: “I learned how to open up my peripheral vision
and absorb everything happening around me, and how to be
comfortable and accepting in any environment.”
Biggest surprise: “How friendly the people we met—or even
walked by—were; everyone smiled at us. That was a pretty big
culture shock.”
Scariest experience: “It was utterly terrifying to go to Tuol Sleng
[a museum on the site of an infamous prison] and the Killing Fields
and begin to absorb the atrocities of genocide firsthand.”
Favorite food: “Frog legs were delicious, and so was iced coffee
with condensed milk served in a bag.”

SABANA GRANDE,
N IC A R A G U A

AMELIA ELVERSON ’16
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Hometown: Minneapolis, Minnesota

Major: Operations research and information engineering

Did a cultural and technological exchange as part of an engineering
team that does sustainable projects using solar power; worked on a
water distiller and composting latrine.
Favorite food: “The most amazing juices—papaya, orange, watermelon,
mango, passion fruit—all fresh fruit, pressed by hand. So delicious!”
Brought back: “A bunch of coffee. It’s super rich and I know the people
who picked it, which is pretty cool.”
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JOCELYN VEGA ’17
Hometown: Chicago, Illinois
Majors: Government and sociology

GHANA

Volunteered at a U.N. organization that empowers
mothers and youth through education and outreach.
Enduring lesson: “I was amazed by how these young
students are building their own academic culture and
supportive community from constrained resources.”
Scariest experience: “I was walking toward my class,
when out of nowhere, I noticed the students laughing and
running away. An escaped monkey was jumping along the
school’s fence! We were luckily able to scare it away, but
the students couldn’t stop talking about it.”
Favorite food: “I continue to crave Indomie [ramen]. In a
tiny storefront near our school, [a woman named] Comfort
would carefully prepare the instant noodles with tons of
fresh vegetables and eggs, and add a kick of spice.”
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JOANNA BARRETT ’16
Hometown: Ithaca, New York

KENYA

Majors: International agriculture and rural development; biology and society
Volunteered at a rural orphanage, taught at a school, and worked with urban
street children.
Enduring lesson: “Patience. ‘Kenyan time’ has a slightly looser interpretation
of efficiency and punctuality than I usually operate on in Ithaca.”
Biggest surprise: “How quickly and easily I adapted to my new surroundings.”
Funniest experience: “I got a bad sunburn and the kids I lived with thought I
was dying. The dramatic change from blindingly white to lobster red terrified
them, and when my skin started peeling they wanted me to go to the hospital.”
Strangest experience: “People would hand me their kids or livestock. Not sure
if people were more trusting or if I just look non-threatening, but strangers
would ask me to hold their babies or chickens regularly.”

L IB R E V IL L E , G A B O N
SHANTI KUMAR ’17
Hometown: Bronx, New York
Major: International agriculture and rural development.
Did research on a pan-African agricultural development
program and the finances of banana cooperatives in the
rainforest.
Enduring lesson: “One of the greatest issues in tropical
agriculture is the tension between environmental
conservation and food security. People need to hunt and
farm, yet governmental protection of forests and animals
often leaves forest-dwelling people caught in a legal
entanglement in which their food security is at odds with
environmental interests.”
Scariest experience: “I had a very difficult time getting
home. My ticket was scanned, but I was not allowed to
board the plane; someone had bribed a guard to be let
on under my name, and I was told I’d have to buy another
ticket. The people I had met during my internship took me
into their homes and helped me convince the airport staff
that I had been the victim of illegal activity, and made what
could have been a terrifying experience into a memory of
kindness and generosity.”

R O M E , IT A L Y
DANIELA CARDENAS ’16
Hometown: Medellín, Colombia
Major: Urban and regional studies
Studied urban planning, drawing, and Italian
language and politics.
Goal for trip: “I wanted to make local Italian
friends, and I did! They even ended up inviting
us to their home and cooking pasta for us.”
Treasured memento: “A small medallion from
the Vatican with an image of Pope Francis.”
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LYON,
FRANCE
CONNIE POTTER ’16
Hometown: Fabius, New York
Major: International
agriculture and rural
development
Studied agroecology;
interned on a sheep farm.
Brought back: “I almost
surpassed the luggage
weight limit with all of the
bottles of wine I stuffed into
my suitcase.”
Favorite food: “By far the
cheese—Comté, specifically—
but the most unusual goes
to the delicious sheep
intestines I ate at a local
festival.”
Enduring lesson: “The worse
the cheese smells, the better
it tastes.”

IM B A B U R A ,
ECUADOR
AMY SAZ ’16
Hometown:
San Francisco, California
Major:
Industrial and labor relations
Studied community
partnerships, including
a women’s fair-trade
organization that makes
and sells natural
personal-care products.
Enduring lesson: “I learned
first-hand the strengths and
weaknesses of a business
model that uses a fair-trade
and collectivist approach for
all decisions.”
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WESLEY SCHNAPP ’16
Hometown: Portland, Oregon
Major: Neurobiology and behavior
Studied Spanish language and Cuban culture
and history; did research on bat communication.

CUBA

Biggest surprise: “The inconveniences in
daily life were more difficult to adjust to than I
expected.”
Scariest experience: “The cat-calling in the
streets. Almost every male would call at the
females, especially if the woman was foreign.
Eventually one just had to learn to ignore it.”
Brought back: “Cuban three-peso bills
and coins that have Che Guevara’s face on
them; Cuban rum because it’s delicious, super
cheap, and can’t be found anywhere else.”

NE W ZE AL AN D
TANVI CHHEDA ’16
Hometown: Mumbai, India
Major: Science of earth systems
Studied active tectonics.
Enduring lesson: “There is a vast array of
environmental, cultural, and socio-economic
backdrops that people grow up in. Their views
and behavior are not just intrinsic; they are
shaped by extrinsic factors.”
Scariest experience: “Getting lost in a snowy
forest in the dark while hiking alone along the
Great Glen Way.”
Favorite food: “Pears that we plucked from the
tree in the backyard every morning.”

SISI PENG ’16
Hometown: Brooklyn, New York
Major: Communication
Took a course on global health; researched
teen pregnancy in the Kilimanjaro region; did
a literature review on breastfeeding practices;
shadowed health professionals.
Favorite food: “Chapati, an East African flatbread,
with lentil stew.”
Treasured mementos: “A kanga, which is a colorful garment that
has a Kiswahili phrase on it, and a custom-tailored dress made out
of kitenge, another type of vibrant cloth.”
Goal for trip: “To make meaningful, lasting relationships with
the people I met during my time abroad, and I was definitely able
to do so. I met so many amazing people and developed so many
great friendships.”
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M O SH I, TA N ZA N IA

OXFORD,
ENGLAND
ZACH PRAISS ’16
Hometown: St. Louis, Missouri
Major: Government
Studied philosophy, politics, and
economics.
Goal for trip: “While I know it’s a
cliché, I went abroad to broaden
my perspective, and I’m grateful
and proud today to really see the
world as my oyster.”
Favorite food: “Nothing beats the
tea, scones, and clotted cream of
the United Kingdom.”
Treasured memento: “I probably
should not say this, but I brought
a dislodged rock home from one
of Oxford’s cobblestone streets. It
now sits on my desk and reminds
me of my time there.”
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